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If this data is inaccurate or contains unknown errors, the outcome of this report will be flawed. Has complete
line of insurance products available. Guidelines for Interpreting Perceptual Maps cont. Definitely would not
buy At first this may seem to be in conflict with the preference that is shown for unusual cars, but these are
actually two different things. The basic output of conjoint analysis are: A numerical assessment of the relative
importance that customers attach to attributes of a product category The value utility provided to customers by
each potential feature of a product What is Conjoint Analysis? Submit data to a suitable perceptual mapping
technique e. Segment Three Segment three is the second largest segment. Explore alternative locations for the
focal product by moving it to different points on the map. There are a set of defining feature in each segment
that directly affect the possible effectiveness of advertising directed toward that group. Initial market response
to the G20 in the United States was disappointing, and management wondered how it might retarget or
reposition the car to improve its market performance. This segment also ranks Infiniti as a very close third.
The defining feature of this segment is that Infiniti is tied for their top preference against the Saab  In addition
to this, their lower income when compared to segment one may make them more willing to compromise from
their most desired and more expensive Audi 90 to the more affordable but still respectable G In particular, it
enables one to evaluate how customers make tradeoffs between various product attributes. Justification of
Assumptions and Limitations of Analysis What is probably the largest of the assumptions made in this
analysis is that market share in the entry level luxury car market is well molded by share of preferences. It is
the same reason the home owner down the street guts and renovates their entire house, and then paints it all
white. Moving towards more traditional luxury car advertisements may be helpful for increasing the market
share of the Infiniti. G The length of the line from the origin to the arrow is an indicator of the variance of that
attribute explained by the 2D map. G Visually determine whether your communications programs are having
the desired impact on market perceptions. G Have customers evaluate the products on the chosen set of
attributes. Large A3 Poor Connectivityâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ An unusual car can be uninteresting, but still be
rare. S1 â€” The most important attribute is Hi Prestige because this segment Predominant employment is
professionals thus this group of people need hi class brand or high prestige. G Develop a new name for a
product. From the perceptual map, people in this market perceive the Infinity G20 that it has more attractive
and successful when compared with competitors. With its current perceptions the G20 is predicted to take a 
Source: Robert G. Although this segment, on average, has the lowest salary, it would be unwise to ignore the
people who like the G20 the most. G Compare perceptions from different demographic, geographic, or
psychographic subgroups in your market. Infiniti G20 has lowest perception. A turkey, if you ask a turkey,
should be stuffed with grasshoppers, grit and worms. This interpretation can be based on attributes most
correlated with the axes Common, value, perceived success, etc. In addition to this, although they do not
watch as much TV as segment two, they are still reachable through their high readership of magazines. Some
of theses may be existing products and, others concepts being evaluated.


